
Welcome and thank you for being here today. Before we get into the 
main content of the meeting, I have a few announcements: the 
newly formed Social Committee will be sending out a survey, in the 
near future, to gather member information on a variety of topics. We 
thank the committee in advance for the work they are doing, and 
look forward to receiving input from club members.

Kitchen keys-please return your key to Val Jesky at Unit 4928

I also wanted to clarify that a Round Robin coordinator can be either 
a League or a Rec player. If there are multiple people who would 
like to take on that roll at the same level, we ask that the roll be 
shared.

The purpose of the meeting today is to clarify how the current 
EVSTL Bylaws will affect the options of play for next season. I will 
present the information all at once, as clearly as I can, and then 
open it up for questions.

The current options of play will still be available next season:
1. 

You can stay in park and sign up for what we now call Rec play, 
and Round Robin 

2. 
You can sign up for a TenCap team for what we now call 
League, and Round Robin

3. 
You can book courts on your own and to play with friends

None of that has changed. However, there is now an additional 



option of play for next year. If you choose to, you can play weekly 
Rec tennis on an EVSTL league team, without your TenCap being 
affected, because the match results will not be entered into 
TenCap. 

This is where the EVSTL Bylaw changes come into effect. Teams 
playing in the EVSTL league are no longer only TenCap teams. 
Teams can now be composed of only TenCap players, only Rec 
players, or both. There will be one EVSTL schedule with all 
members of the team traveling to the same location. TenCap players 
will play against TenCap players with the match results being 
entered into TenCap, and Rec players will play against Rec players 
with the results being logged that a match was played, but the 
scores won’t be entered into TenCap. The EVSTL schedule will be 
similar to this year’s schedule with teams having multiple home and 
away games throughout the season. 

As we plan for next season, and try to avoid confusion around the 
playing options and how we label them, we are going to use two 
overarching terms to define the choices. If your choice is to play the 
weekly scheduled TenCap or Rec matches against other parks, then 
you will be playing EVSTL tennis. If your choice is to play the Rec 
and Round Robin tennis that club organizes weekly, then you will be 
playing PARK tennis. We will use the terms ‘EVSTL tennis’, and 
‘PARK tennis’, to describe the two streams of play. 

If, according to the Player Registration form you recently filled out, 
you have chosen to play PARK tennis next season, and that is still 
your choice, you don’t need to do anything. However, if you had 
chosen to play PARK tennis because there were not enough players 
to make a 6 person team, that situation may be different now. So, 
please let us know if that is the case, and you would now like to play 
EVSTL tennis.

If you have chosen to play EVSTL tennis next season, you don’t 



need to do anything.

If you are now interested in signing up for the new option of EVSTL 
tennis, on a Viewpoint team, as a Rec player, we need to know your 
new choice. When you sign up, you will be asked to indicate your 
level of play. Remember, Rec players are permitted to play at their 
TenCap level, one level up, or one level down.

We have sign up sheets here, if you’d like to sign up after the 
meeting. If you are not ready to make your decision today, please 
email me with the details of your decision by Wednesday, March 
30th. Otherwise, we will move forward with the various rosters as 
they are. It is very important that we receive this new information 
because the team numbers (MCI’s) we send to the EVSTL for 
scheduling must be correct.


